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China's economic reform gets brilliant achievements after three decades; however, 
the reform of municipal industry has lagged far behind other competitive industries 
because of various factors. Until the mid-1990s,the municipal industry has began to 
reform in some parts of mainland. Although we achieve some success, but there are 
still much issues. 
In this paper, I introduce the theoretical results on the reform of municipal 
industry in Western developed countries, including the theory on transformation of the 
characteristics of public goods、re-understanding of the characteristics of natural 
monopoly、Marshall dilemma and theory of effective competition、 theory of 
contestable market、theory of incentive regulation，and so on. These are useful for the 
reform of China’s municipal industry. 
After reform and development more than ten years, the municipal industry still 
has problems of government regulation、the methods of investment and financing、
continuity of policy and protection of state-owned assets. At the same time, due to the 
economic crisis, the problem of the investment and financing 、and the reform of the 
municipal industry become worse. Surely, due to the policy of government and the 
decrease of the investment cost, there are tremendous opportunities of investment, the 
current expansion will definitely receive the future earnings. 
Based on China's specific national conditions, I advice several ideas for the 
reform of China’s municipal industry, after referencing the reform experiences of 
municipal industry in developed countries, like USA 、Britain 、Japan and so on. First, 
we must improve national legislation, so that the reform and development has legal 
guarantee; Second, we must change the government regulation, so that the 
Government truly become a pure supervisors, rather than several roles; Third, we 
should introduce competition mechanism and improve the structure of property rights, 
thus we can manage the enterprise in the model of market competition rather than 
monopoly, then the efficiency of enterprise and service quality can be improved; 
Finally, the people should play as a supervisory role, so that corporate behavior and 
government actions truly reflect the voice of the people. 
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